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In this work an approach for simulation of a large passenger aircraft with high precision
equations of motion and a new method of dynamic loads calculation is presented, which
can be used for maneuver and gust loads analysis in the time domain.
Equations of motion and equations of structural loads are derived from first principles.
The consistent set of equations includes all inertial coupling terms and is tailored for direct
integration of finite element models.
A dynamic simulation of a large transport aircraft is used to show the influence of
inertial coupling terms on simulation and loads computation.
Nomenclature
Symbols
e unit vector
B damping matrix
D transformation matrix for angular rates
di elastic deformation in l.r.f
Djk substantial differentiation matrix
Fi local force vector
g gravitation vector
H momentum
I identity matrix
JE local inertia tensor contribution to total inertia
tensor
Ji local inertia tensor w.r.t. the location of the
lumped mass
JS Steiner contribution to total inertia tensor
K stiffness matrix
M mass matrix
Mi local moment vector
Q aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix
Q generalized force
R position vector
ri position vector of grid point in body reference
frame
si position vector of lumped mass element in l.r.f
Skj integration matrix
T transformation matrix
Vb velocity of the body frame resolved in body axes
E energy
g gravitation constant
m total mass of the airplane
mi lumped mass
W work
Greek Symbols
δα virtual angular displacements of the body frame
δ virtual variation
L Lagrange variable
ϕi rot. elastic deformation in l.r.f
Φ modal matrix
φ roll attitude angle angle
ψ heading angle
θ pitch attitude angle
ηE generalized elastic coordinate
Ωb angular velocity of the body frame resolved in
body axes
Θ vector of euler angles
ζ modal damping parameter
Abbreviations
c.g. center of gravity
FSM Force Summation Method
l.r.f. local reference frame
w.r.t. with respect to
EOL Equation of Structural Loads
EOM Equation of Motion
Subscripts
0 related to center of gravity
b body reference frame
E set of generalized elastic coordinates
e inertial reference frame
g set of physical degrees of freedom
j aerodynamic control point set
k aerodynamic loading point set
kin kinetic
nco non conservative
pot potential
R rigid body mode
r rotational
t translational
Conventions
〈(. . .jk)〉 summation:
P3
j=1
P3
k=1(. . . )jkeje
T
k
¯(. . . ) w.r.t. local mass element◦
(. . . ) time derivative w.r.t. body frame
˙(. . . ) time derivative w.r.t. inertial frame
diag(. . . ) diagonal matrix
× vector cross product
sk(. . . ) skew symmetric matrix a× b = sk(a)b
T transpose
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I. Introduction
Flight loads analysis considers structural loads due to maneuvers and atmospheric gust. Especially for
large flexible aircraft, simulation models have to be capable of representing large amplitude rigid body mo-
tion and the elastic deformation of the airframe. Analysis tools integrate equations of motions (EOM),
modules providing aerodynamic forces, a nonlinear electronic flight control system (EFCS) and equations
for structural loads recovery (EOL).
EOM for a free flying flexible aircraft are already addressed by Bisplinghoff and Ashley.3 Etkin10 and
McLean16 augment the flight mechanics equations by elastic degrees of freedom. Waszak and Schmidt24
derive the equations of motion from first principles using Lagrange’s equations. All assumptions and simpli-
fications are clearly mentioned.
However, all of the above references assume a continuous elastic body. Structural dynamic models are
usually obtained by reducing complex finite element models and including lumped masses attached to the
nodes. Cavin6 includes finite element shape functions in the his formulation of EOM.
All listed references make assumptions leading to inertially decoupled equations of motion. Buttrill4
derives equations of motion assuming a lumped mass finite element model and retains all inertial coupling
terms. Also Gupta and Brenner15 account for inertial coupling terms. However both references do not
account for nodal rotational degrees of freedom, a drawback for integration of practical finite element models.
Hanel12 derives the equations, based on the method of Newton Euler. Nodal rotational degrees of freedom
and inertial coupling are partially included.
Meirovitch18 derives Lagrange’s equations for quasi-coordinates first and then derives equations of motion
accounting for all inertial coupling effects. However the formulation is not tailored towards integration of
lumped mass finite element models.19
For flight loads analysis based on a lumped mass finite element model the question of loads recovery
arises. None of the above references, except Bisplinghoff and Ashley,3 addresses the EOL directly.
A variety of other references focus on the two most common loads recovery techniques, the mode dis-
placement and the force summation method, also referred to as mode acceleration method. The deformation
approach or Mode Displacement Method3,7–9,11,14,21,21 recovers elastic loads from nodal deformation. The
force summation method, classically derived for linear aeroelastic system,14,20,21 solves the half generalized
aeroelastic equation of motion for the elastic forces. Convergence studies3,8, 14,21 show a superior conver-
gence behavior of the force summation method.
Flight loads analysis tools requires the equations of motion and equations of structural loads to be based
on consistent assumptions. None of the listed references provides a consistent set of EOM/EOL capable
of direct finite element model integration. Especially EOL based on the force summation method do not
account for combination with nonlinear inertially coupled EOM. The focus of the present work is to close
the gap between available EOM and EOL formulations. Also, special attention is paid on the influence of
inertial coupling on structural loads.
The present work derives the EOM from first principles in section II. Emphasize of the derivation is to
arrive at a fully generalized formulation that is suitable for rapid time domain simulation. Rotational nodal
degrees of freedom, mass offsets and all inertial coupling terms are accounted for in the new formulation. In
section III a consistent loads equation EOL is derived. The new formulation is the force summation method
for nonlinear equations of motion with inertial coupling. Section IV describes the modelling of the external
forces subsequently used for simulation. A example, pointing out the influence of the inertial coupling terms
on the simulation and loads recovery, is presented in section V. Section VI contains conclusions. Appendix
VII presents a validation of the generalized EOM formulation.
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II. Equations of Motion
This section describes the derivation of the equations of motion for an elastic aircraft using Lagrange’s
equations for quasi-coordinates. The inertial coupling between rigid body motion and elastic deformation is
included in the formulation. The Lagrange’s equations can be written as follows:18
∂
∂t
(
∂L
∂Vb
)
+Ωb ×
(
∂L
∂Vb
)
−Tbe ∂L
∂R0e
=TbeQt (1a)
∂
∂t
(
∂L
∂Ωb
)
+Vb×
(
∂L
∂Vb
)
+Ωb×
(
∂L
∂Ωb
)
−(DT )−1 ∂L
∂Θ
=(DT )−1Qr (1b)
∂
∂t
(
∂L
∂
◦
ηE
)
− ∂L
∂ηE
=QE (1c)
where the Lagrange variable L is defined as the difference of kinetic and potential energy: L = Ekin − Epot
The position of the body frame resolved in inertial coordinates R0e and the vector of Euler angles Θ have
the following components:
R0e =
[
R0ex R0ey R0ez
]T ; Θ = [φ θ ψ]T (2)
The quasi velocity vectors are defined as follows:
Vb =
[
Vbx Vby Vbz
]T ; Ωb = [Ωbx Ωby Ωbz]T (3)
At the right hand side of the Lagrange equations the terms Qt,Qr,QE represent the generalized nonconser-
vative forces resulting from the derivatives of the virtual work δWnco due to nonconservative forces:
Qt =
∂(δWnco)
∂R0e
; Qr =
∂(δWnco)
∂Θ
; QE =
∂(δWnco)
∂ηE
(4)
The kinematic relations complete the equations:23
Θ˙ = D−1Ωb; R˙0e = T−1be Vb (5)
where the transformation from the inertial frame into body axis Tbe is given by the series of Euler angle
rotations23 and the transformation matrix D between the Euler angles rates Θ˙ and the angular velocity
vector Ωb is given by:23
Tbe =
1 0 00 cosφ sinφ
0 − sinφ cosφ
cos θ 0 − sin θ0 1 0
sin θ 0 cos θ
 cosψ sinψ 0− sinψ cosψ 0
0 0 1
 ; D =
1 0 − sin θ0 cosφ cos θ sinφ
0 − sinφ cos θ cosφ
 (6)
A. Definitions and Assumptions
The formulation will be tailored towards integration of available linear finite element models, used in loads
analysis and aeroelasticity. Some assumptions can then be made for the equation development:
Assumption 1: The aircraft is described as a collection of lumped mass elements, with an associated mass
mi and inertia tensor Ji.a
Assumption 2: Linear elastic theory applies.
Assumption 3: Local translational and rotational elastic deformations w.r.t. the reference shape are small.
The following coordinates frame will be used (see figure 1):
• Inertial reference frame (xe, ye, ze).
aThis is the typical case in finite element models used in loads and aeroelastics. Local mass and inertia is for example defined
by the MSC.Nastran CONM2 cards.
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Figure 1. Location of a mass element in reference and deformed condition
• Body reference frame (xb, yb, zb) located at the momentary center of gravity of the vehicle.
• Local reference frames (l.r.f) located at the position of each grid point. The axes are assumed to be
parallel to the body reference frame in undeformed shape.
The location of the local lumped mass element mi,Ji resolved in the body coordinate frame may be
written as follows
Ri = R0 + ri + di +T(ϕi)si (7)
where the transformation matrix T(ϕi) transforms the offset vector si in its deformed position. In accordance
with assumption 3, the linearized version of the transformation matrix, hence T(ϕi) = I + sk(ϕi), will be
used. The position of the mass element may then be written as follows
Ri =R0 + ri + di + (I+ sk(ϕi))si (8a)
=R0 + r¯i + d¯i (8b)
with the vectors r¯i = ri + si and d¯i = di + ϕi × si shortening the formulation. Figure 1 shows the location
of a lumped mass element Ri in its deformed condition.
The translational inertial velocity of the local mass element mi is then given by the time derivative of
the position vector (8a) as follows:
R˙i = Vb + (
◦
di +
◦
ϕi ×si)︸ ︷︷ ︸
◦
d¯i
+Ωb × (ri + si︸ ︷︷ ︸
r¯i
+(di + ϕi × si)︸ ︷︷ ︸
d¯i
) (9)
where the inertial velocity Vb of the body frame (resolved in body axes) can also be written as Vb =
◦
R0
+Ωb ×R0 since the vector R0 is resolved in the body frame.
The rotational inertial velocity of the lumped mass element is the superposition of the rotational velocity
of the body frame Ωb and the rotational velocity due to elastic deformation
◦
ϕi, hence:
Ωi = Ωb+
◦
ϕi (10)
B. Energy Terms
In this section the kinetic and potential energy of the aircraft will be formulated for subsequent use in the
Lagrange’s equation.
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1. Kinetic Energy
Each mass element is defined by a lumped mass mi and a corresponding inertia tensor Ji. Therefore the
kinetic energy can be written as a contribution from the mass elements Ekin,t and a contribution of the local
inertia tensors Ekin,r:
Ekin =
1
2
∑
i
R˙Ti R˙imi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ekin,t
+
1
2
∑
i
ΩTi JiΩi︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ekin,r
(11)
The translational contribution Ekin,t is considered first. Expansion with the velocity expression for R˙i
(9) yields
Ekin,t =
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi +
1
2
ΩTb
∑
i
[(r¯i + d¯i)T (r¯i + d¯i)I− (r¯i + d¯i)(r¯i + d¯i)T ]mi︸ ︷︷ ︸
JS
Ωb
+VTb
∑
i
◦
d¯i mi +VTb (Ωb ×
∑
i
(r¯i + d¯i)mi) +
∑
i
(Ωb × (r¯i + d¯i))T
◦
d¯i mi (12)
where JS represents the contribution of all mass element to the total inertial tensor of the aircraft. The last
term of (12) can be written as follows∑
i
(Ωb × (r¯i + d¯i))T
◦
d¯i mi = ΩTb
∑
i
(r¯i×
◦
d¯i)mi +ΩTb
∑
i
(d¯i×
◦
d¯i)mi (13)
For practical mean axes constraints5,6, 24 and due to placement of the origin of the body frame in the center
of gravity, equation (12) with (13) simplifies to :
Ekin,t =
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi +
1
2
ΩTb JSΩb +Ω
T
b
∑
i
(d¯i×
◦
d¯i)mi (14)
where the last two terms represent the cross coupling between rigid body motion and elastic deformation.
The rotational contribution to kinetic energy Ekin,r results from the local inertia tensors and the rota-
tional velocities of each inertia tensor. Expansion of the second term of (11) with (10) yields
Ekin,r =
1
2
ΩTb
∑
i
Ji︸ ︷︷ ︸
JE
Ωb +
1
2
∑
i
{
◦
ϕi
T
Ji
◦
ϕi +
◦
ϕi
T
JiΩb +ΩTb Ji
◦
ϕi
}
(15)
where again the last two terms represent the cross coupling between rigid body motion and elastic deforma-
tion. It is useful to introduce the total inertia tensor of the deformed aircraft, which is given by
J = JE + JS (16)
With (14), (15) in (11) and (16) the total kinetic energy can be written in the following form:
Ekin=
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi +
1
2
ΩTb JΩb +Ω
T
b
∑
i
(d¯i×
◦
d¯i)mi +
1
2
∑
i
◦
ϕi
T
Ji
◦
ϕi +ΩTb
∑
i
Ji
◦
ϕi (17)
The second term 12
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi of (17) can be expanded using the expression for elastic velocity of the mass
element
◦
d¯i=
◦
di +
◦
ϕi ×si, defined in (9),:
1
2
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi =
1
2
∑
i
{◦d
T
i
◦
di +2
◦
d
T
i (
◦
ϕi ×si)+ ◦ϕi
T
sk(si)T sk(si)
◦
ϕi}mi
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Combining the second 12
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi and the fifth term 12
∑
i
◦
ϕi
T
Ji
◦
ϕi of (17) and using the expression
for the local inertia tensor w.r.t to the grid point i Jg,i = Ji + sk(si)T sk(si)mi yields:
1
2
∑
i
◦
d¯
T
i
◦
d¯i mi +
1
2
∑
i
◦
ϕi
T
Ji
◦
ϕi=
1
2
∑
i
[◦
di◦
ϕi
]T [
miI −misk(si)
misk(si) Jg,i
] [◦
di◦
ϕi
]
The block diagonal mass matrix Mgg and a set of free-free vibration mode shapes ΦgE will now be
included in the formulation.
Assumption 4: Orthogonal mode shapes resulting from free-free modal analysis are available. The defor-
mation of the airplane may be written as a linear combination of the mode shapes, i.e. the modal
approach will be used.
The deformation is now written as a linear combination of the mode shapes:[
di
ϕi
]
=
[
ΦgiEt
ΦgiEr
]
ηE = ΦgiEηE (18)
Hence the second and fifth term can then be simplified to
1
2
◦
η
T
E
∑
i
[
ΦgiEt
ΦgiEr
]T [
miI −misk(si)
misk(si) Jg,i
] [
ΦgiEt
ΦgiEr
]
◦
ηE
=
1
2
◦
η
T
E Φ
T
gEMggΦgE
◦
ηE
=
1
2
◦
η
T
E MEE
◦
ηE (19)
The total kinetic energy can now be written as follows:
Ekin =
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
ΩTb JΩb +
1
2
◦
η
T
E MEE
◦
ηE +ΩTb
∑
i
(d¯i×
◦
d¯i)mi +ΩTb
∑
i
Ji
◦
ϕi (20)
2. Potential Energy
The potential energy is given by
Epot = −
∑
i
(TebRi)Tgemi +
1
2
ηTEKEE ηE (21)
where the KEE is the generalized stiffness matrix and ge is the constant gravitation vector resolved in the
inertial frame:
ge =
[
0 0 g
]T (22)
Assumption 5: Gravity is constant over the airframe.
Since linear elastic theory was assumed (Assumption 3) the generalized stiffness matrixKEE does not depend
on the structural deformation and the boundary conditions remain constant during deformation. With the
vector Ri (8a) (defining the location of the mass element) the potential energy (21) may be expanded to
Epot =−
∑
i
(R0 + r¯i + d¯i)TTTebgemi +
1
2
ηTEKEE ηE
=− mRT0ege +
1
2
ηTEKEE ηE (23)
since
∑
i = (r¯i + d¯i)mi = 0, due to location of the body frame in the momentary center of gravity.
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C. Virtual Work of Nonconservative Forces
The Lagrange’s equations require the formulation of the nonconservative external forces. Conservative
external forces where already accounted for in the formulation of the potential energy. The remaining
nonconservative external forces and moments are the aerodynamic and thrust forces. These will be written
as load vector Pg collecting the local forces and moments at each grid point:
Pg =
[
. . . , FTi ,M
T
i , . . .
]T (24)
The virtual work of the nonconservative forces Fi and momentsMi applied at the grid points i is then given
by:17
δWnco =
∑
i
(δRi)TFi + (δα+ δϕi)TMi (25)
where δα is the vector of virtual angular displacements of the body frame. The virtual displacement of the
grid point i may be written as follows:18
δRi = δR0 + sk(δα)ri + δdi (26)
Inserting (26) in (25) and applying the modal approach (18) yields:
δWnco =
∑
i
(δR0 + sk(δα)ri + δdi)TFi + (δα+ δϕi)TMi
=
[
δRT0 δα
T
]∑
i
[
I 0
sk(ri) I
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΦTgiR
[
Fi
Mi
]
+ δηTE
∑
i
ΦTgiE
[
Fi
Mi
]
(27)
where the matrix of rigid body modes ΦgR represents unit translations and rotations along the aircraft body
axis w.r.t the center of gravity. The virtual can be written in its final form, using (5):
δWnco =
[
δRT0 δα
T
]
ΦTgRPg + δη
T
EΦ
T
gEPg
=
[
δRT0eTeb δΘ
TDT
]
ΦTgRPg + δη
T
EΦ
T
gEPg (28)
and may subsequently be used in Lagrange’s equations.
D. Derivation of the Equations of Motion
In this section the equations of motion will be derived by applying Lagrange’s equations (1). The required
terms are given in:
Kinetic Energy: Eq. (20)
Potential Energy: Eq. (23)
Virtual Work: Eq. (28)
Lagrange’s equations (1) consist of three vector equations, the force equation (1a), the moment equation
(1b) and the elastic equation (1c). These will be successively derived in the following sections.
1. Force Equation
First the force equation (1a) is considered. Differentiation of the Lagrange Variable and the virtual work
(28) yields
∂L
∂Vb
=Vbm (29a)
∂
∂t
{
∂L
∂Vb
}
=
◦
Vb m (29b)
Tbe
∂L
∂R0e
=mTbe ge (29c)
TbeQt =Tbe
∂(δWnco)
∂R0e
= (ΦTgR)tPg (29d)
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Hence, the equation of motion for the translational degrees of freedom is
m
[ ◦
Vb +Ωb ×Vb −Tbe ge
]
= (ΦTgR)tPg (30)
where the right hand side of the equation (ΦTgR)tPg represents the sum of all nonconservative external forces.
2. Moment Equation
Next the moment equation (1b) is developed. The derivatives of the Lagrange Variable and the virtual work
are as follows:
∂L
∂Ωb
=JΩb +
∑
i
(
d¯i×
◦
d¯i
)
mi +
∑
i
Ji
◦
ϕi (31a)
∂
∂t
{
∂L
∂Ωb
}
=J
◦
Ωb +
◦
J Ωb +
∑
i
(
d¯i×
◦◦
d¯ i
)
mi +
∑
i
Ji
◦◦
ϕi (31b)
∂L
∂Θ
=0 (31c)
(DT )−1Qr =(DT )−1
∂(δWnco)
∂Θ
= (ΦTgR)rPg (31d)
where the right hand side of the equation (ΦTgR)rPg is the resulting moment of the nonconservative external
forces w.r.t. the c.g.. The equation of motion for the rotational degrees of freedom then is
J
◦
Ωb +Ωb × JΩb+
◦
J Ωb+
◦
h +Ωb × h = (ΦTgR)rPg (32)
with
h =
∑
i
(
d¯i×
◦
d¯i
)
mi +
∑
i
Ji
◦
ϕi (33a)
◦
h=
∑
i
(
d¯i×
◦◦
d¯ i
)
mi +
∑
i
Ji
◦◦
ϕi (33b)
and the inertia tensor J defined in (16).
The previous moment equation includes the inertial coupling terms h,
◦
h and J,
◦
J. Note that one can
obtain the formulation published by Buttrill4 from the present moment equation (32), if mass offsets and
elastic rotational degrees of freedoms are neglected. The above moment equation has one drawback for
simulation. The sums over all grid points in the terms h,
◦
h and J,
◦
J have to be recalculated at every time
step. This can slow down the simulation rate significantly. Therefore it is desirable to eliminate the grid
point sums in (32) by including the modal approach in the inertial coupling terms. A generalized formulation
of the inertial coupling terms is also required for the derivation of the elastic equation, since the Lagrange
equation includes derivatives by the generalized elastic coordinates. The generalization process is (Appendix
VII) yields the generalized expressions:
Eq.(75) : J =
∑
i Jg,i −A1− 〈ηTEB˜jkηE〉 − 〈ηTEC˜jk + D˜jkηE〉
Eq.(76) :
◦
J= −〈◦η
T
E B˜jkηE〉 − 〈ηTEB˜jk
◦
ηE〉 − 〈
◦
η
T
E C˜jk + D˜jk
◦
ηE〉
Eq.(82) : h = −〈◦η
T
E h˜2j ηE〉+ 〈ηTE (h˜1j + h˜2j + h˜4j)
◦
ηE〉+ h˜5
◦
ηE
Eq.(83) :
◦
h= 〈◦η
T
E (h˜1j + h˜4j)
◦
ηE〉 − 〈
◦◦
η
T
E h˜2j ηE〉+ 〈ηTE (h˜1j + h˜2j + h˜4j)
◦◦
η E〉
see (62) for definition of the 〈. . . 〉 notation.
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3. Elastic Equation
The third equation in Lagrange’s equations is the elastic equation (1c). The following derivatives are needed:
∂
∂t
{
∂L
∂
◦
ηE
}
=
∂
∂t
{
∂Tkin
∂
◦
ηE
− ∂Tpot
∂
◦
ηE
}
(34a)
∂L
∂ηE
=
∂Tkin
∂ηE
− ∂Tpot
∂ηE
(34b)
QE =
∂(δWnco)
∂ηE
= ΦTgEPg (34c)
With the expression for the kinetic energy (20) and the h-term (82) the derivative ∂Tkin
∂
◦
ηE
becomes
∂Tkin
∂
◦
ηE
=
∂
∂
◦
ηE
{
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
ΩTb JΩb +
1
2
◦
η
T
E MEE
◦
ηE +ΩTb h
}
=MEE
◦
ηE +
∂
∂
◦
ηE
{
ΩTb h
}
(35)
where the h-term (82) may be written in the following form:
h =
3∑
j=1
(
− ◦η
T
E h˜2j ηE + η
T
E (h˜1j + h˜2j + h˜4j)
◦
ηE
)
ej + h˜5
◦
ηE (36)
Then the derivative (35) can be expressed as follows:
∂Tkin
∂
◦
ηE
=MEE
◦
ηE +
∂
∂
◦
ηE

3∑
j=1
(
− ◦η
T
E h˜2j ηE + η
T
E (h˜1j + h˜2j + h˜4j)
◦
ηE
)
ΩTb ej +Ω
T
b h˜5
◦
ηE
 (37)
applying the differentiation ∂
∂
◦
ηE
in (37) yields:
∂Tkin
∂
◦
ηE
=MEE
◦
ηE +
3∑
j=1
(
h˜1
T
j − h˜2j + h˜2
T
j + h˜4
T
j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ehj
ηE ΩTb ej + h˜5
T
Ωb (38)
where the term h˜j is defined to simplify the expression. Next the potential energy is considered. It simply
becomes ∂Tpot
∂
◦
ηE
= 0. The additional derivative ∂∂t applied on (38) yields:
∂
∂t
{
∂L
∂
◦
ηE
}
=MEE
◦◦
η E +
3∑
j=1
h˜j
(
◦
ηE ΩTb + ηE
◦
Ω
T
b
)
ej + h˜5
T ◦
Ωb (39)
The derivative ∂Tkin∂ηE is considered next
∂Tkin
∂ηE
=
∂
∂ηE
{
1
2
VTb Vbm+
1
2
ΩTb JΩb +
1
2
◦
η
T
E MEE
◦
ηE +ΩTb h
}
=
1
2
∂
∂ηE
{
ΩTb JΩb
}
+
∂
∂ηE
{
ΩTb h
}
(40)
where the first term can be written as follows
∂
∂ηE
{
ΩTb JΩb
}
=− ∂
∂ηE
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
(
ηTEB˜jkηE + η
T
EC˜jk + D˜jkηE
)
(ΩTb eje
T
kΩb)
=−
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
(
(B˜jk + B˜Tjk)ηE + C˜jk + D˜
T
jk
)
(ΩTb eje
T
kΩb) (41)
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and the second term is given by:
∂
∂ηE
{
ΩTb h
}
=
∂
∂ηE

3∑
j=1
(
− ◦η
T
E h˜2j ηE + η
T
E (h˜1j + h˜2j + h˜4j)
◦
ηE
)
ΩTb ej +Ω
T
b h˜5
◦
ηE

=
3∑
j=1
(
h˜1j − h˜2
T
j + h˜2j + h˜4j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ehTj
◦
ηE ΩTb ej (42)
The derivative ∂Tpot∂ηE is as follows:
∂Tpot
∂ηE
= KEEηE . Incorporating the preceding derivatives into the elastic
equation of motion yields:
MEE
◦◦
η E +KEEηE +
3∑
j=1
h˜j
(
◦
ηE ΩTb + ηE
◦
Ω
T
b
)
ej + h˜5
T ◦
Ωb
+
1
2
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
(
(B˜jk + B˜Tjk)ηE + C˜jk + D˜
T
jk
)
ΩTb eje
T
kΩb −
3∑
j=1
h˜Tj
◦
ηE ΩTb ej = Q (43)
Reordering of the terms and inclusion of structural damping via the diagonal modal damping matrix:2
BEE = 2diag(ζi) (MEEKEE)1/2 (44)
yields the final form of the elastic equation with generalized coupling terms:
MEE
◦◦
η E +BEE
◦
ηE +KEEηE +
 3∑
j=1
h˜jηE eTj + h˜5
T
 ◦Ωb︸ ︷︷ ︸
due to angular acc. of the body frame
+2
3∑
j=1
h˜j
◦
ηE eTj Ωb︸ ︷︷ ︸
Coriolis term
+
1
2
3∑
j=1
3∑
k=1
(
(B˜jk + B˜Tjk)ηE + C˜jk + D˜
T
jk
)
ΩTb eje
T
kΩb︸ ︷︷ ︸
centrifugal loading on the elastic modes
= ΦTgEPg (45)
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III. Equations of Structural Loads
To derive the loads equation for a free flying flexible aircraft with inertially coupled equations of motion
one has to start with the principle of momentum. The principle of momentum is given by:13
R0
ye
xe
ze
+ ri
mi , Ji
Ri
Pg,i(el)
Pg,i(ext)
Ri
..
si
Gi
Figure 2. External and elastic forces grid point i
d
dt
[
Ht,i
Hr,i
]
=
[
Fi
Mi
]
(46)
where Ht,i,Hr,i denotes the resulting translational and rotational momentum vector and Fi,Mi at the
location of the mass i. The linear and angular momentum of the lumped mass i (left hand side of (46)) may
be written as follows:13 [
Ht,i
Hr,i
]
=
[
miI 0
0 Ji
] [
R˙i
Ωi
]
(47)
where the velocity R˙i and rotational velocity Ωi of the lumped mass i is defined in (9) and (10). The time
derivative of the momentum (47) is given by:
d
dt
[
Ht,i
Hr,i
]
=
[
miR¨i
Ji(
◦
Ωb +
◦◦
ϕi) + sk(Ωb)Ji(Ωb+
◦
ϕi)
]
(48)
The resulting force and moment at the grid point Fi,Mi (right hand side of (46)) is expanded to elastic
forces, gravity forces, and other external forces:[
Fi
Mi
]
=
[
Pextgt,i
Pextgr,i
]
+
[
Pelgt,i
Pelgr,i
]
+
[
0
−sk(si)(Pextgt,i +Pelgt,i)
]
+
[
Gi
0
]
(49)
Note that si represents the mass offset (Fig. 2). Therefore the term −sk(si)(Pextgt,i + Pelgt,i) is the moment
due to the forces Pextgt,i +P
el
gt,i acting at the grid point location w.r.t the location of the mass element. With
the external forces (49) and the time derivative of the momentum (48) the principle of momentum (46) can
be written in the following form:[
miR¨i
Ji(
◦
Ωb +
◦◦
ϕi) + sk(Ωb)Ji(Ωb+
◦
ϕi)
]
=
[
Pextgt,i
Pextgr,i
]
+
[
Pelgt,i
Pelgr,i
]
+
[
0
−sk(si)(Pextgt,i +Pelgt,i)
]
+
[
Gi
0
]
(50)
Further development of the above equations yields:[
miR¨i
misk(si)R¨i + Ji(
◦
Ωb +
◦◦
ϕi) + sk(Ωb)Ji(Ωb+
◦
ϕi)
]
=
[
Pextgt,i
Pextgr,i
]
+
[
Pelgt,i
Pelgr,i
]
+
[
miI 0
misk(si) I
] [
Tbege
0
]
(51)
where the gravitational force on the mass element i is expressed by (22) as Gi = miTbege. Expression (51)
is now solved for the resulting elastic forces acting from the grid point i on the neighbored grid points, hence:
Li = −
[
Pelgt,i
Pelgr,i
]
, the preliminary form of the Force Summation Method then becomes:
LFSMg,i =
[
Pextgt,i
Pextgr,i
]
−
[
miI 0
misk(si) Ji
][
R¨i −Tbege◦
Ωb +
◦◦
ϕi
]
−
[
0
sk(Ωb)Ji
]
(Ωb+
◦
ϕi) (52)
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where translational inertial acceleration of the local mass element mi is given by differentiation of (9)
R¨i =
◦
Vb +sk(Ωb)Vb︸ ︷︷ ︸
acceleration at c.g.
+(sk(Ωb)2 + sk(
◦
Ωb))r¯i
︸ ︷︷ ︸
rigid contribution
+
◦◦
d¯ i +2sk(Ωb)
◦
d¯i +(sk(Ωb)2 + sk(
◦
Ωb))d¯i︸ ︷︷ ︸
elastic contribution
(53)
Elastic displacements, velocities and accelerations are now expressed using the modal approach (18):
d¯i =di + ϕi × si =
[
I, −sk(si)
]
ΦgiE ηE (54a)
◦
d¯i=
◦
di +
◦
ϕi ×si =
[
I, −sk(si)
]
ΦgiE
◦
ηE (54b)
◦◦
d¯ i=
◦◦
d i +
◦◦
ϕi ×si =
[
I, −sk(si)
]
ΦgiE
◦◦
η E (54c)
Introduction of (53) and (54) in (52) and using[
miI −misk(si)
misk(si) Jg,i
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mgg,i
[
I −sk(ri)
0 I
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
ΦgR,i
=
[
miI −misk(ri + si)
misk(si) Jg,i −misk(si)sk(ri)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
MgR,i
yields the force summation method:
LFSMg,i =
[
Pextgt,i
Pextgr,i
]
−MgR,i
{[ ◦
Vb +sk(Ωb)Vb −Tbege◦
Ωb
]
+
[
sk(Ωb)2r¯i
0
]
+
[
2sk(Ωb)
0
] [
I −sk(si)
]
ΦgiE
◦
ηE︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial coupling term A
+
[
sk(Ωb)2 + sk(
◦
Ωb)
0
] [
I −sk(si)
]
ΦgiE ηE︸ ︷︷ ︸
inertial coupling term B
}
−
[
0
sk(Ωb)Ji
](
Ωb +ΦgiEr
◦
ηE︸ ︷︷ ︸
ic term C
)
−MgE,i
◦◦
η E (55)
where Vb,
◦
Vb is obtained from force equation (30), Ωb,
◦
Ωb from the moment equation (32) and ηE ,
◦
ηE ,
◦◦
η E
from the elastic equation of motion (45).
A. Discussion of the Force Summation Method
The Force Summation Method (55), derived in the previous section is based on the same assumption as the
equations of motion. It may therefore be used for the computation of local forces and moments over the
airframe, based on the simulation results of the equations of motion (30), (32) and (45).
The terms denoted by A,B,C in (55) represent the inertial coupling between rigid and elastic motion;
already pointed out for the equations of motion. It can be seen that A and B represent the coriolis terms
and the centrifugal loading. The term C represents the effect of the variable inertia tensor in the moment
equation.
B. Validation of the Force Summation Method
Elastic forces contained in the equations of motion and the loads equation can not be compared directly.
The generalized equation of motion yields elastic forces on the elastic modes, whereas the loads equation
yields elastic forces at nodal coordinates. Still both must be consistent. For validation of the loads equation
the loads are therefore transformed from physical into modal space by pre multiplication with the elastic
mode shapes:
LFSME = Φ
T
gEL
FSM
g (56)
For practical reasons this is done in simulation. A comparison of the generalized load from the loads equation
(56) and the elastic forces from the equation of motion (45) is shown in figure 3. Loads computed on basis
of the conventional force summation method ((55) w/o inertial coupling terms) are also depicted. It can
be seen that the previously derived loads equations (55) is consistent to the coupled equations of motion
formulation. The conventional loads equation is not consistent with the present equations of motion and
may not be used if inertial coupling is considered.
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Figure 3. Generalized loads from Equations of Motion and Force Summation Methods
IV. Modelling of External Forces
External forces are aerodynamic and propulsion force. An aerodynamic module based on the Doublet
Lattice theory,1 corrected by experimental data, is used for the computation of aerodynamic forces. The
Figure 4. Doubled lattice grid
Double Lattice method is based on linearized aerodynamic potential theory. Lifting surfaces are discretized
as small panels, depicted in figure 4.
The correction of the AIC matrix with experimental data is based on an aerodynamic database. The
aerodynamic database combines data from CFD calculations, wind tunnel tests and flight test results. The
database driven aerodynamic loads can include nonlinearities, e.g. cross coupling terms of angle of attack
and side slip angle αβ, or β2.
The aerodynamic and structural model is interconnected via a spline matrix Tkg. The corrected aerody-
namic forces can then be written as follows:
Paerog = q∞T
T
kgSkjQjjDjkTkg[ΦgR,ΦgE ][η
T
R, η
T
E ]
T (57)
where the AIC matrix depends on Mach number and reduced frequency. For simulation a rational function
approximation (RFA) is employed in order to transform the aerodynamic forces from frequency into time
domain.22 Propulsion forces Ppropg are accounted for as extern local forces applied at the respective engine
nodes. Aerodynamic and propulsion forces are combined to yield the external forces:
Pextg = P
aero
g +P
prop
g (58)
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V. Simulation Results
A generic large transport aircraft is used for simulation. The simulation is based on the equations of
motion (30), (32), (45) and the equation of the external forces (58).
As example case for a dynamic manoeuvre the FAR 25 roll manoeuvre was chosen. The initial condition
0s1s2s3s
4s5s
6s7s
8s9s10s
Figure 5. Flight Path - 1.67g example roll manoeuvre
of the roll manoeuvre is a horizontal pull up trimmed with a vertical load factor of nz = 1.67g. Then roll is
initiated via aileron input (Fig. 6) until a high roll rate condition (t=3.5s) and high bank angle is reached.
Next opposite aileron deflection is applied initiating a high roll acceleration condition (t=3.5-4.5s). Figure 5
shows the roll maneuver, as seen by an inertial observer. The moment equation (32) accounts for variation
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Figure 6. Flight mechanics data for test manoeuvre
of the inertial tensor of the vehicle. Figure 7 depicts the variation of the inertia tensor with time. Especially
the elements Jxy and Jyz noticeably change with elastic deformation.
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Figure 7. Time variation of the inertia tensor J
A. Loads
The equation of structural loads (55) is used to computed nodal elastic forces over the airframe. Recalling
the equations for the kinetic energy (11) it is obvious that inertial coupling has significant influence at nodes
where elastic deformation and large local masses are present. For a conventional transport aircraft engines
are significantly subjected to inertial coupling effects. The lateral nodal forces at the right outer pylon node
(Fig. 8) shows the correlation of roll rate and acceleration with structural loads. Major differences in lateral
loads are encountered at the time where maximum roll rate is reached.
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Figure 8. Nodal lateral force at left engine grid
Integrated shear loads will be studied next. A loads envelope for the left wing due to the given manoeuvre
is depicted in 9. The distributed minimum and maximum integrated shear loads are obtained from simulation
with inertially uncoupled and coupled equations of motion.
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Figure 9. Envelope of test manoeuvre - integrated shear loads
The vertical shear forces Fz are not noticeably influenced by inertial coupling effects since aerodynamic
forces and gravity forces are the driving forces for shear loads. The situation of different for lateral loads
Fy, figure 9. Aerodynamic components are small and inertial coupling forces, e.g. centrifugal forces are
significant in the lateral direction. Especially the outer engine, located at ηwing = 0.65, causes a difference
between coupled and uncoupled simulation.
Figure 10 depicts an overview of the maximum differences for coupled and uncoupled simulation. As
already mentioned engines and pylons cause the main differences in lateral forces. Lateral forces also affect
the local moments due to mass offset. The high differences in local momentsMz are caused by this modelling
aspect. The chosen test manoeuvre shows significant influence of inertial coupling on local and integrated
loads for:
• hight angular rate / acceleration conditions
• highly flexible structures or structural components
• nodes with large concentrated masses
• force components where external forces are small
VI. Summary and Conclusion
The equations of motion for an elastic aircraft where derived using Lagrange’s equations. The equations
are given for a system with discrete masses, rotational degrees of freedom and mass offsets. Therefore
available data from FE-models used in loads and aeroelastics can be incorporated directly.
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Figure 10. Relative differences [%] of maximum nodal forces (inertially coupled/uncoupled EOM,FSM) during
dynamic simulation
The equations include all inertial coupling terms. The inertia tensor for the deformed aircraft and the
additional h-term provide coupling of the moment equation with the elastic equation. The forces from
angular accelerations of the body frame, Coriolis forces and the centrifugal loading on the elastic modes
provide coupling of the elastic equation with the moment equation.
All coupling terms are cast in generalized matrix form for computational efficiency. The modal form is
validated by comparison with the physical form. The necessary matrices can be build in preprocessing from
available FE data (only the physical mass matrix and the free vibration mode shapes are required). The
operations during simulation is thus reduced to multiplication with generalized coordinates.
A consistent loads equation, the force summation method for inertially coupled equations of motion,
was derived based on the same underlying assumptions. For validation generalized loads are compared with
respective loads contained in the EOM.
A practical test case was studied next. The influence of inertial coupling on local an integrated loads for
where found to be relevant for hight angular rate / acceleration flight conditions. Especially very flexible
structural components with large concentrated masses are influenced by inertial coupling terms.
The described set of equation EOM and FSM include important physical effects without requiring a
different modelling strategy. This may be used to increase the precision of the dynamic simulation of loads
recovery while adding a minimum on computational effort to uncoupled formulations.
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VII. Appendix
Generalization of the Inertia Tensor
The inertia tensor for the deformed aircraft (16) used in the moment equation (32) will now be generalized. The
inertia tensor is expanded to
J =
X
i
Ji −
X
i
sk(r¯i + d¯i)
2mi
=
X
i
Ji −
X
i

sk(si)
2 + sk(ri + d¯i)
2 + sk(si)sk(ri + d¯i) + sk(ri + d¯i)sk(si)
	
mi
=
X
i
Jg,i −
 
sk(ri + d¯i)
2 + sk(si)sk(ri + d¯i) + sk(ri + d¯i)sk(si)

mi
where the local inertia tensor w.r.t. the grid point Jg,i is directly available in the system mass matrix. Fully expansion
yields:
J =
X
i
Jg,i−
X
i
sk(ri)
2mi| {z }
A1
+
X
i
sk(di)
2mi| {z }
A2
+
X
i
sk(sk(ϕi)si)
2mi| {z }
A3
+
X
i
sk(di) sk(sk(ϕi)si)mi| {z }
A4
+
X
i
sk(sk(ϕi)si) sk(di)mi| {z }
A5
+
X
i
sk(ri) sk(di)mi| {z }
A6
+
X
i
sk(ri) sk(sk(ϕi)si)mi| {z }
A7
+
X
i
sk(di) sk(ri)mi| {z }
A8
+
X
i
sk(sk(ϕi)si) sk(ri)mi| {z }
A9

(59)
The terms A1 to A9 of (59) will now be analyzed:
• A1 This constant term has the following elements
A1 =
24Pi(−r2iz − r2iy ) Pi riyrix Pi rizrixP
i(−r2iz − r2ix)
P
i rizriy
sym
P
i(−r2iy − r2ix)
35mi (60)
• A2 The symmetric matrix A2 in (59) can be cast into the form
A2 =
D
ηTEfA2jkηEE (61)
where the notation 〈. . . 〉, shortening the summation over the matrix elements, is defined as follows:
〈(. . . )jk〉 =
3X
j=1
3X
k=1
(. . . )jk eje
T
k (62a)
〈(. . . )j〉 =
3X
j=1
(. . . )j ej (62b)
with e1 =
2410
0
35 , e2 = 2401
0
35 , e3 = 2400
1
35 (62c)
The sub matrices fA2jk in (61) are as followsfA211 =Pi −ΦTgizEtΦgizEt −ΦTgiyEtΦgiyEtmi fA212 =PiΦTgiyEtΦgixEtmifA213 =PiΦTgizEtΦgixEtmi fA222 =Pi −ΦTgizEtΦgizEt −ΦTgixEtΦgixEtmifA223 =PiΦTgizEtΦgiyEtmi fA233 =Pi −ΦTgiyEtΦgiyEt −ΦTgixEtΦgixEtmi
• A3 The symmetric matrix A3 in (59) is given by
A3 =
X
i
sk
0@24a1ηEa2ηE
a3ηE
351A2mi (63)
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With the row vectors
a1 = szΦgiyEr − syΦgizEr (64a)
a2 = sxΦgizEr − szΦgixEr (64b)
a1 = syΦgixEr − szΦgiyEr (64c)
resulting in a matrix of the following form
A3 =
D
ηTEfA3jkηEE (65)
where the sub matrices fA3jk are as followsfA211 =Pi  −aT3 a3 − aT2 a2mi fA212 =Pi aT2 a1mi fA213 =Pi aT3 a1mifA221 = fA2T12 fA222 =Pi  −aT3 a3 − aT1 a1mi fA223 =Pi aT3 a2mifA231 = fA2T13 fA232 = fA223 fA233 =Pi  −aT2 a2 − aT1 a1mi
• A4 The non symmetric matrix A4 in (59) is given by
A4 =
D
ηTEfA4jkηEE (66)
with the following sub matrices for fA4jkfA411 =Pi −ΦTgizEta3 −ΦTgiyEta2mi fA412 =PiΦTgiyEta1mifA413 =PiΦTgizEta1mi fA421 =PiΦTgiyEta2mifA422 =Pi −ΦTgizEta3 −ΦTgixEta1mi fA423 =PiΦTgizEta2mifA431 =PiΦTgizEta1mi fA432 =PiΦTgizEta2mifA433 =Pi −ΦTgiyEta2 −ΦTgixEta1mi
• A5 The non symmetric matrix A5 in (59) can be related to the term A4 by
A5 =
X
i
sk(sk(ϕi)si) sk(di)mi =
X
i
(sk(di) sk(sk(ϕi)si))
T mi = (A4)
T (67)
Therefore A4 +A5 again is a symmetric matrix
• A6 The non symmetric matrix A6 in (59) is given by
A6 = fA6jkηE (68)
with the following row vectors for fA6jkfA611 =Pi −rizΦgizEt − riyΦgiyEtmi fA612 =Pi riyΦgixEtmifA613 =Pi rizΦgixEtmi fA621 =Pi rixΦgiyEtmifA622 =Pi  −rizΦgizEt − rixΦgixEtmi fA623 =Pi rizΦgiyEtmifA631 =Pi rixΦgizEtmi fA632 =Pi riyΦgizEtmifA633 =Pi −riyΦgiyEt − rixΦgixEtmi
• A7 The non symmetric matrix A7 in (59) is given by
A7 = fA7jkηE (69)
with the following row vectors for fA7jkfA711 =Pi  −riza3 − riya2mi fA712 =Pi riya1mifA713 =Pi riza1mi fA721 =Pi rixa2mifA722 =Pi (−riza3 − rixa1)mi fA723 =Pi riza2mifA731 =Pi rixa3mi fA732 =Pi riya3mifA733 =Pi  −riya2 − rixa1mi
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• A8 The non symmetric matrix A8 in (59) is given by
A8 = (A6)T (70)
Therefore A6 +A8 again is a symmetric matrix
• A9 The non symmetric matrix A9 in (59) is given by
A9 = (A7)T (71)
Therefore A7 +A9 again is a symmetric matrix
Inserting the terms A1 (60) to A9 (71) in equation (59) and usingeBjk =fA2jk + fA3jk + fA4jk + fA5jk (72)eCjk =fA6jk + fA7jk (73)eDjk =fA8jk + fA9jk (74)
yields the final expression for the inertia tensor J:
J =
X
i
Jg,i −A1−
24ηTE eB11ηE ηTE eB12ηE ηTE eB13ηEηTE eB22ηE ηTE eB23ηE
sym ηTE eB33ηE
35− 24ηTE eC11 + eD11ηE ηTE eC12 + eD12ηE ηTE eC13 + eD13ηEηTE eC22 + eD22ηE ηTE eC23 + eD23ηE
sym ηTE eC33 + eD33ηE
35
It may also be written in a compact form
J =
X
i
Jg,i −A1− 〈ηTE eBjkηE〉 − 〈ηTE eCjk + eDjkηE〉 (75)
The time derivative
◦
J can be easily obtained from (75) since
P
i Jg,i, A1,
eBjk, eCjk, eDjk are no functions of time.
Hence
◦
J is
◦
J= −〈◦η
T
E
eBjkηE〉 − 〈ηTE eBjk ◦ηE〉 − 〈◦ηTE eCjk + eDjk ◦ηE〉 (76)
The preceding equations for the inertia tensor and its time derivative are fully generalized, all physical values where
expressed by modal coordinates.
Generalization of the h - Term
Next the term h defined in the moment equation (32) will be generalized. h =
P
i

d¯i×
◦
d¯i

mi +
P
i Ji
◦
ϕi with
d¯i = di + ϕi × si and
◦
d¯i=
◦
di +
◦
ϕi ×si the term can be expanded to
h =
X
i
di×
◦
di mi| {z }
h1
+
X
i
di × ( ◦ϕi ×si)mi| {z }
h2
+
X
i
(ϕi × si)×
◦
di mi| {z }
h3
+
X
i
(ϕi × si)× ( ◦ϕi ×si)mi| {z }
h4
+
X
i
Ji
◦
ϕi| {z }
h5
(77)
Expansion of the preceding expression for h1 yields
h1 =
2664η
T
E
P
i(−ΦTgizEtΦgiyEt +Φ
T
giyEt
ΦgizEt)mi
◦
ηE
ηTE
P
i(+Φ
T
gizEt
ΦgixEt −ΦTgixEtΦgizEt)mi
◦
ηE
ηTE
P
i(−ΦTgiyEtΦgixEt +Φ
T
gixEt
ΦgiyEt)mi
◦
ηE
3775 = 〈ηTE fh1j ◦ηE〉 (78)
note that fh1j = −fh1Tj . The expanded term h2 may be expressed by
h2 = −
26664
◦
η
T
E
P
i(−aT3ΦgiyEt + aT2ΦgizEt)mi ηE
◦
η
T
E
P
i(+a
T
3ΦgixEt − aT1ΦgizEt)mi ηE
◦
η
T
E
P
i(−aT2ΦgixEt + aT1ΦgiyEt)mi ηE
37775 = −〈◦ηTE fh2j ηE〉 (79)
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The term h3 can be written in a similar structure:
h3 = 〈ηTE fh3j ◦ηE〉 with fh3j = fh2j (80)
Expansion of the expression for h4 yields
h4 = 〈ηTEfh4j ◦ηE〉 (81)
withfh41 =Pi h(ΦTgizErsx −ΦTgixErsz)(ΦgixErsy −ΦgiyErsx)− (ΦTgixErsy −ΦTgiyErsx)(ΦgizErsx −ΦgixErsz)imifh42 =Pi h(ΦTgixErsy −ΦTgiyErsx)(ΦgiyErsz −ΦgizErsy)− (ΦTgiyErsz −ΦTgizErsy)(ΦgixErsy −ΦgiyErsx)imifh43 =Pi h(ΦTgiyErsz −ΦTgizErsy)(ΦgizErsx −ΦgixErsz)− (ΦTgizErsx −ΦTgixErsz)(ΦgiyErsz −ΦgizErsy)imi
note thatfh4j = −fh4Tj . The term h5 can be written as followsPi Ji ◦ϕi=Pi JiΦgiEr ◦ηE= fh5 ◦ηE . With the preceding
expressions the h-term and the time derivative
◦
h can finally be written in the following form
h = −〈◦η
T
E
fh2j ηE〉+ 〈ηTE (fh1j +fh2j +fh4j) ◦ηE〉+fh5 ◦ηE (82)
◦
h= 〈◦η
T
E (fh1j +fh4j) ◦ηE〉 − 〈◦◦η TE fh2j ηE〉+ 〈ηTE (fh1j +fh2j +fh4j) ◦◦η E〉+fh5 ◦◦η E (83)
Validation of Modal Form
The generalized form of the coupling terms is now validated by comparing it with the physical form. All modal
coupling components are included in the modal form of the inertia tensor (75) and h-term (82). Therefore the
physical form of the inertia tensor (16) and h-term (33) can be used to validate the generalization process.
A generic aileron input is used as a test case, since it excites all of the elastic mode shapes. Both, physical and
modal forms are implemented in a common simulation environment. Fig 11 depicts the time response of the h-term
for each component and the difference between the physical and modal form. The modal form of the h-term yields
the same results as the physical form. Difference are of the order of the numerical precision.
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Figure 11. Comparison of physical an modal implementation of h-term
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